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TIS Credit Management Solution
“SCORE LINK (foreign-language Ver.)” for Thai language
-- Aiming at upgrading functionalities and expanding into the Thai market
via Thailand’s MFEC -Tokyo, Japan, July 30, 2020 – TIS Inc. (TIS) (headquarters: Tokyo, Japan), a member of the TIS INTEC
Group, announced the upgrade of its “SCORE LINK (foreign-language Ver.)” credit management solution,
and its introduction into the Thai market by MFEC Public Company Limited (“MFEC”), which is a capital
and business alliance partner and which provides IT solutions for enterprises in Thailand.
SCORE LINK (foreign-language Ver.) is a solution that makes foreign language accounts settlement
documents more efficient. (“SCORE LINK” credit management solution series)
Reading of accounts settlement documents prepared in English or Chinese via high performance OCR
becomes easier through incorporation of an accounting terms dictionary. Enhanced efficiency of corporate
evaluation operations involving digitization and registration of English accounts settlement documents and
prevention of alteration by the saving of entry operations logs is being realized.
■About SCORE LINK Ver. 3.2 (foreign-language Ver.)
SaaS and XaaS versions have been added to the lineup with SCORE LINK (foreign-language Ver.) Ver. 3.2.
In addition, in an effort to enhance the reading functionality, it has become possible to digitize financial
statements in multiple languages, that is, English, Chinese and Thai. For English and Thai financial
statements, a function has been incorporated to automatically correct the results of digitization using a
dictionary of accounting terms. With this functionality, entry errors can be prevented, making entry operation
duties more efficient.
■Promotion to Thai market
As this Thai language localization has enabled use by local staff in Thailand, introduction of this solution
will focus on financial institutions in Thailand by MFEC, which is a capital and business alliance partner
of TIS.
In some major banks inside Thailand, systems developed in-house have been introduced for enhanced
efficiency improvements in financial statement entry operations, however, in most cases operations are
still being processed manually, and there is great need for efficiency improvements. What is more,
systemizing manual entry operation duties enables prevention of errors due to manual entry, and shortening
of the time required from credit assessment of business partner companies, or the loans process from
application to grant in financial institutions.
MFEC will be the general agent in Thailand for SCORE LINK (foreign-language Ver.), and it will
conduct sales activities not only to subsidiaries of Japanese companies in Thailand but also local Thai
companies, as well as providing product support in Thai language, in cooperation with TIS.
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TIS will in the future as well strive to expand sales of these solutions by further enhancing
functionalities and handling multiple languages, from the perspective of expansion in ASEAN areas where
need for systemization is especially projected.
<Operational Flowchart of SCORE LINK (foreign-language Ver.) Ver.3.2>

■Features of SCORE LINK (foreign-language Ver.) Ver. 3.2
1) Offer operational efficiency of accounts settlement document registration by improved reading rate
With an accounting terms dictionary and correction functionality incorporated that can improve the reading
rate for accounting items just after OCR reading from approx. 40% to approx. 90%, the solution enables a
reduction by approx.70%, of the hours for entry of data compared to operating hours via manual entry in
the past.
2) Incorporating English accounting titles based on accounting regulation and standards
This solution incorporates Japanese accounting standards know-how cultivated based on results of the
introduction of SCORE LINK credit management solution to over 300 companies in Japan centering on
financial institutions, such as banks, credit unions, credit guarantee associations, etc., and also English
accounting terms systematized on the basis of the results of introduction and use of SCORE LINK (foreignlanguage Ver.) in ASEAN countries.
As a compatible language, in addition to English and Chinese, Thai has also been newly added. The
Thai version is provided with an accounting terms system based on the “TFRS for NPAEs *1” accounting
standards in Thailand,
*1 TFRS for NPAEs：Thai Financial Reporting Standards for Non-Publicly Accountable Entities

3) Reinforced security with newly-added SaaS and XaaS version
In addition to provision of the standalone version, we added SaaS and XaaS versions to the lineup. The
SaaS and XaaS versions realize reinforced security by such means as prevention of unauthorized installer
program copies, or mitigation of risks of data removal by terminated employees
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<Start Date of New Version>
July 30, 2020
For details of SCORE LINK (foreign-language Ver.) Ver 3.2, see the URL below.
https://www.tis.jp/service_solution/sl_e/
■About “SCORE LINK” credit management solution
SCORE LINK is a credit management solution to support financial statement entry operations and financial
examination operations. The solution realizes efficiency improvements in financial registration operations,
reduction of administrative operations, standardization of assessment operations, change to paperless by
ending paper document transfer, reduction of security risks, and enhancement of communications with
business partners. Since 1997, we have been introducing the solution to over 300 companies centering on
financial institutions including banks, credit unions, and credit guarantee associations, etc.
■About MFEC Public Company Limited

MFEC is an IT solutions provider headquartered in Bangkok with 1361 employees (*) in its overall Group.
MFEC is a leading player in provision of IT Solutions for enterprises in Thailand. It is listed on the Thai
Stock Exchange, and has introduced services centering on system-wide integration or maintenance, or
consulting services to a wide-range of customers including financial institutions, communications, or public
organizations, etc. mainly within Thailand. * As of December 2019
For more details see URL below.
http://www.mfec.co.th/
About TIS Inc.
TIS Inc., a member of the TIS INTEC Group, provides several IT solution services including entrusted
development, data center and cloud services. At the same time, TIS is contributing to the growth of its
customers business, a client base of more than 3,000 customers from various industries, such as financial
services, manufacturing, logistics/distribution, public services and telecommunications, by being their
technology partner and offering global support to companies with a presence mainly in China and the ASEAN
region. For more information about TIS, please go to http://www.tis.com/
About the TIS INTEC Group
The TIS INTEC Group with 20,000 employees, make use of its strengths to provide IT services in support
of business for numerous domestic and foreign customers in such areas as finance, manufacturing, services
or public organizations. As a mover that utilizes digital technology, we will bring the future to light in full
color.
Notes:
1. The names of the companies and products described in this news release are trademarks or registered
trademarks of the respective companies.
2. The information in this news release is current as of the announcement date. This may be superseded by
information that comes out later and may differ from the information contained herein.
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【For inquiries regarding this press release】
◆For inquiries from media
TIS Inc. Corporate Planning SBU – Corporate Communication Dept.
E-mail：tis_pr@ml.tis.co.jp
◆For inquiries regarding this press release
TIS Inc. Service Strategy Sector, Digital Transformation Sales & Planning Unit, Digital Transformation
Services Sales Dept.1
TEL：+81-3-5337-4275 E-mail：scorelink@ml.tis.co.jp
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